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Figure 1: The likelihood function p(�0;
0) based on the JVAS lens sample. The pixelgrey level is directly proportional to the likelihood: darker pixels reect higherlikelihoods. The pixel size reects the resolution of our numerical computations.The contours mark the boundaries of the minimum 0:68, 0:90, 0:95 and 0:99con�dence regions for the parameters �0 and 
0.IntroductionThe JVAS (Jodrell Bank-VLA Astrometric Survey) and CLASS (Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey)are well-de�ned surveys containing about ten thousand at-spectrum radio sources. Formany reasons, at-spectrum radio sources are particularly well-suited as a population fromwhich one can obtain unbiased samples of gravitational lenses. These are by far the largestgravitational (macro)lens surveys, and particular attention was paid to constructing a cleanly-de�ned sample for the survey itself and for the underlying luminosity function. Here wepresent the constraints on cosmological parameters, particularly the cosmological constant,derived from JVAS and combine them with constraints from optical gravitational lens surveys,`direct' measurements of 
0, H0 and the age of the universe, and constraints derived fromCMB anisotropies, before putting this �nal result into the context of the latest results fromother, independent cosmological tests.Cosmological constraints from JVAS. . .The Jodrell Bank-VLA Astrometric Survey (JVAS) is a survey for at-spectrum radio sourceswith a ux density greater than 200mJy at 5GHz. Flat-spectrum radio sources are likely tobe compact, thus making it easy to recognise the lensing morphology. In addition, they arelikely to be variable, making it possible to determineH0 by measuring the time delay betweenthe lensed images. (See Biggs et al. (1998) for the description of a time delay measurement ina JVAS gravitational lens system.) JVAS is also a survey for MERLIN phase-reference sourcesand as such is described in Patnaik et al. (1992), Browne et al. (1998) and Wilkinson et al.(1998). JVAS as a gravitational lens survey, the lens candidate selection, followup process,con�rmation criteria and a discussion of the JVAS gravitational lenses is described in detailin King et al. (1999) (see also King & Browne 1996).In order to have a parent sample which is as large as possible and as cleanly de�ned aspractical, our `JVAS gravitational lens survey sample' is slightly di�erent than the `JVASphase-reference calibrator sample'. For the former, the source must be a point source andmust have a good starting position (so that the observation was correctly pointed) while itsprecise spectral index is not important. For the latter, only the spectral index is important,as the source can be slightly resolved or the observation can be less than perfectly pointed.Thus, the JVAS astrometric sample (Patnaik et al. 1992; Browne et al. 1998; Wilkinson et al.1998) contains 2144 sources. To these must be added 103 sources which were too resolvedto be used as phase calibrators and 61 sources which had bad starting positions (thus theobservations were too badly pointed to be useful for the astrometric sample), bringing thetotal to 2308. This formed our gravitational lens sample, since these additional sources werealso searched for gravitational lenses (King et al. 1999) (none were found meeting the JVASselection criteria: multiple at-spectrum point-source components with a separation between300 mas and 6 arcsec with a ux ratio of �20).We have used the gravitational lens systems in Table 1 in this analysis. The JVAS lensName # images ��[00] zl zs lens galaxyB0218+357 2 + ring 0.334 0.6847 0.96 spiralMG0414+054 4 2.09 0.9584 2.639 ellipticalB1030+074 2 1.56 0.599 1.535 spiralB1422+231 4 1.28 0.337 3.62 ?Table 1: JVAS lenses used in this analysis. Of the information in the table, for thisanalysis we use only the source redshift zs, and the image separation ��.B1938+666 (King et al. 1998) was not included because it is not formally a part of the sample,having a too steep spectral index and having been recognised on the basis of a lensed extendedsource as opposed to lensed compact components. Also, the JVAS lens B2114+022 (Augustoet al. 1999) was not included because it is not a single-galaxy lens system.For this analysis, due to the paucity of the observational data, we have made rather starkassumptions: the redshift distribution of the sample is assumed to be identical to that ofthe CJF (Caltech-Jodrell Bank Flat-spectrum) sample (Taylor et al. 1996), independent ofux density, and the number-magnitude relation is assumed to be identical to that of CLASS(Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey, Myers et al. 1999), independent of redshift. Otherwise, we havecalculated the likelihood as a function of �0 and 
0 as described in Kochanek (1996). Thatis, we use a non-singular isothermal sphere as a lens model, model the lens galaxy populationwith a Schechter function and use the Faber-Jackson relation to convert between luminosityand velocity dispersion, considering only elliptical galaxies. The results are presented in Fig. 1.At 95% con�dence, our lower and upper limits on �0 � 
0, using the JVAS lensing statisticsinformation alone, are respectively �2:69 and 0:68. For a at universe, these correspond tolower and upper limits on �0 of respectively �0:85 and 0:84. (Reducing the constraints inthe �0-
0 plane to �0 � 
0 is, of course, just an approximation, but a reasonably good onewhen considering upper limits on �0 for small 
0 values. These numbers were derived fromthe corresponding con�dence limits on �0 for �xed 
0 and are thus of course di�erent thanthe intersection of lines of constant �0 � 
0 with the corresponding contour in Fig. 1.). . . and optical gravitational lens surveys. . .One can improve these constraints by adding those from optical gravitational lens surveys,though one should keep in mind that the systematic errors|for example, lens systems which
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Figure 2: The same as Fig. 1 but combining JVAS with optical gravitational lenssurveys from the literature.are missed due to extinction in the lens galaxy or to the fact that the typical seeing is not muchbetter than the typical image separation|are probably less well understood than is the casein the radio (though the statistical properties of the unlensed parent population are betterunderstood). Not only does one have more objects and thus better statistics, but a di�erentredshift range is sampled as well. Essentially repeating the analysis in Kochanek (1996) (butwith �0 and 
0 as free parameters, of course) and combining the resulting constraints withthose from Fig. 1, one obtains the better constraints shown in Fig. 2. Using the combinationof JVAS lensing statistics and lensing statistics from the literature as in Kochanek (1996),the corresponding �0 � 
0 values are �1:78 and 0:27. For a at universe, these correspondto lower and upper limits on �0 of respectively �0:39 and 0:64.. . . and `reasonably well-accepted wisdom'. . .Gravitational lensings statistics alone cannot usefully constrain 
0. Thus, it seems sensibleto combine the constraints shown in Fig. 2 with measurements of 
0. Fortunately, thereseems to be a consensus developing that 
0 � 0:3 (e.g. Carlberg et al. 1998a; Carlberg 1998;Carlberg et al. 1998b; Bahcall 1998; Bahcall et al. 1997; Fan et al. 1997; Bartelmann et al.1998; Perlmutter et al. 1998; Riess et al. 1998; Schmidt et al. 1998; Kim 1998; Lineweaver1998; Guerra et al. 1998; Daly et al. 1998). Conservatively, these results can be summarisedas p(�0;
0) = L(
0j0:4; 0:2): (1)where the two arguments of L represent the mean and standard deviation of a lognormaldistribution.In a similar vein, lensing statistics determines a lower limit on �0 much less strongly thanan upper limit, so it seems sensible to include some prior information which can give a lowerlimit on �0. To be conservative, we take relatively undisputed estimates for the age of theuniverse and the Hubble constant, their product setting a (slightly 
0-dependent) lower limiton �0. The best estimate of the absolute age of the oldest galactic globular clusters currentlyis tgc = 11:5� 1:3Gyr (Chaboyer et al. 1998). We choose to formulate this prior informationin the form of a lognormal distribution that meets these statisticsp(tgc) = L(tgcj11:5Gyr; 1:3Gyr): (2)Similarly, we roughly estimate H0 = 65� 10 km s�1Mpc�1 and choose to formulate this priorinformation in form of a normal distributionp(H0) = N(H0j65 km s�1Mpc�1; 10 km s�1Mpc�1); (3)where, again, the notation for L (and N) is such that the two arguments correspond to themean and standard deviation.Fig. 3 shows how inclusion of this prior information, representing a conservative estimateof what we know about the values of the cosmological parameters, tightens the constraintson �0 and 
0 as compared to the constraints from lens statistics alone (Figs. 2 and 1).. . . and the CMB. . .It has long been realised (e.g. Eisenstein et al. 1998) that the direction of degeneracy ofconstraints from cosmic microwave background anisotropies is roughly orthogonal to that ofmost other tests, including lensing statistics. Thus, combining the constraints from CMBanisotropies with those from other cosmological tests can give much tighter constraints thaneither alone. We have performed an analysis similar to that done by Lineweaver (1998),though including an updated Tenerife data point and calculating two-dimensional joint like-lihood constraints as in the calculations done previously in this poster rather than employingLineweaver's statistical method. Adding the constraints on �0 and 
0 so derived to theprevious ones narrows down the region of parameter space further, as is shown in Fig. 4.The power spectrum for the best-�t model using the CMB data alone (�0 = 0:6, 
0 = 0:3,otherwise not shown here) along with various data points from the literature (see the collectionof Max Tegmark at http://www.sns.ias.edu/~max/cmb/experiments.html) is shown inFig. 5.. . . and how this compares to other cosmologi-cal testsFig. 4 combines constraints based on optical and radio gravitational lensing statistics, `direct'measurements of H0, 
0 and the age of the universe and constraints derived from CMBanisotropies. This restricts �0 to a narrow range. If one believes that 
0 � 0:3, then itfollows that �0 � 0:5. This should be compared to the result of Perlmutter et al. (1999)0:8
0 � 0:6�0 � �0:2: inserting 0:3 for 
0 one obtains �0 � 0:43. Taking the errors intoconsideration (which are not large enough in either case to allow, for example, �0 = 0) oneobtains perfectly consistent measurements of �0 from completely independent methods.Taken together, present measurements of cosmological parameters de�nitely rule out theEinstein-de Sitter universe (�0 = 0, 
0 = 1), very probably rule out a universe without acosmological constant (�0 = 0) and tentatively rule out a at (�0 + 
0 = 1) universe as well.A universe with �0 � 0:4 and 
0 � 0:3 seems to be consistent with all observational data,including measurements of the Hubble constant and age of the universe.The futureCLASS is similar to JVAS but contains about 4 times as many sources. The de�nition of bothis at-spectrum between L-band and C-band, i.e. � > �0:5 where sf � f�, the essential
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Figure 3: The same as Fig. 2 but combining JVAS and optical gravitational lenssurveys from the literature with prior information on the value of 
0, H0 and theage of the universe. This �gure thus represents the combination of constraintsfrom lensing statistics and from relatively undisputed knowledge about values ofthe cosmological parameters.
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Figure 4: The same as Fig. 3 but combining JVAS optical gravitational lens surveysfrom the literature and prior information on the value of 
0, H0 and the age ofthe universe with constraints derived from CMB anisotropies. Since the CMBconstraints are more or less orthogonal to the lensing statistics constraints, thisreduces the allowed area of the �0-
0 parameter space signi�cantly. Note thatthe scale of this plot di�ers from the previous ones. For technical reasons nomodels with k = sign(�0 + 
0 � 1) = +1 were calculated; this slightly distortsthe contours near the k = 0 line, which otherwise would extend a bit more intothe k = +1 region.
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Figure 5: Power spectrum shown with data points from the literature for our best-�t cosmological model, �tting to the CMB data alone (and keeping parametersother than �0 and 
0 �xed at predetermined �ducial values).di�erence being the lower ux density limit of 200mJy for JVAS and 30mJy for CLASS.However, since CLASS is de�ned based on newer catalogues (GB6 and NVSS: Gregory et al.1996; Condon et al. 1998) than JVAS, there will be some essentially random di�erences due todi�ering quality of observations and variability of the sources. All the JVAS lenses mentionedin Table 1 are in the new CLASS sample, which, having no upper ux density limit, subsumesJVAS. The previous samples CLASS-I and CLASS-II will be similarly subsumed in the same

sense as JVAS, though the di�erences here will be slightly larger since bands other than Land C were used in the preliminary de�nition of these samples.The initial phase of observations is complete; currently lens candidates are being followedup. At present, we have con�rmed as gravitational lenses the systems listed in Table 2 (whichfor completeness also includes the two JVAS lens systems not used in the statistical analysispresented here).Name # images ��00 zl zs lens galaxyB0712+472 4 1.27 0.406 1.34 spiralB1127+385 2 0.70 ? ? ?B1600+434 2 1.39 0.414 1.589 spiralB1608+656 4 2.08 0.63 1.39 spiralB1933+507 4 + 4 + 2 1.17 0.755 ? ?B1938+666 4 + 2 0.93 ? ? ?B2045+265 4 1.86 0.867 1.28 ?B2114+022 2 or 4 2.57 0.32 & 0.59 ? ?Table 2: CLASS gravitational lenses and the two JVAS lens systems (1938+666 and2114+022) not listed in Table 1.We hope that the larger size of CLASS will allow the constraints on cosmological parame-ters from gravitational lensing statistics to improve. At present, the greatest uncertainty isthe redshift-dependent luminosity function (or equivalently the ux-dependent redshift dis-tribution) of the unlensed population (which of course, due to the ampli�cation bias, extendsto fainter ux-densities than the survey itself). We are currently taking steps to decrease thisuncertainty.Acknowledgements
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